In this paper, we present a formalization of the task of parsing movie screenplays. While researchers have previously motivated the need for parsing movie screenplays, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work that has presented an evaluation for the task. Moreover, all the approaches in the literature thus far have been regular expression based. In this paper, we present an NLP and ML based approach to the task, and show that this approach outperforms the regular expression based approach by a large and statistically significant margin. One of the main challenges we faced early on was the absence of training and test data. We propose a methodology for using well structured screenplays to create training data for anticipated anomalies in the structure of screenplays.
Introduction
Social network extraction from unstructured text has recently gained much attention (Agarwal and Rambow, 2010; Elson et al., 2010; Agarwal et al., 2013a; Agarwal et al., 2013b; He et al., 2013) . Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques, researchers are now able to gain access to networks that are not associated with any meta-data (such as email links and self-declared friendship links). Movies, which can be seen as visual approximations of unstructured literary works, contain rich social networks formed by interactions between characters. There has been some effort in the past to extract social networks from movies (Weng et al., 2006; Weng et al., 2007; Weng et al., 2009; Gil et al., 2011) . However, these approaches are primarily regular expression based with no evaluation of how well they work.
In this paper we introduce a formalization of the task of parsing screenplays and present an NLP and ML based approach to the task. By parsing a screenplay, we mean assigning each line of the screenplay one of the following five tags: "S" for scene boundary, "N" for scene description, "C" for character name, "D" for dialogue, and "M" for meta-data. We expect screenplays to conform to a strict grammar but they often do not (Gil et al., 2011) . This disconnect gives rise to the need for developing a methodology that is able to handle anomalies in the structure of screenplays. Though the methodology proposed in this paper is in the context of movie screenplays, we believe, it is general and applicable to parse other kinds of noisy documents.
One of the earliest challenges we faced was the absence of training and test data. Screenplays, on average, have 7,000 lines of text, which limits the amount of annotated data we can obtain from humans. We propose a methodology for using well structured screenplays to create training data for anticipated anomalies in the structure of screenplays. For different types of anomalies, we train separate classifiers, and combine them using ensemble learning. We show that our ensemble outperforms a regular-expression baseline by a large and statistically significant margin on an unseen test set (0.69 versus 0.96 macro-F1 measure for the five classes). Apart from performing an intrinsic evaluation, we also present an extrinsic evaluation. We show that the social network extracted from the screenplay tagged by our ensemble is closer to the network extracted from a screenplay tagged by a human, as compared to the network extracted from a screenplay tagged by the baseline.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we present common terminology used to describe screenplays. We survey existing literature in section 3. Section 4 presents details of our data collection methodology, along with the data distribution. Section 5 gives details of our regular-expression based system, which we use as a baseline for evaluation purposes. In section 6, we present our machine learning approach. In section 7, we give details of the features we use for machine learning. In section 8, we present our experiments and results. We conclude and give future directions of research in section 9.
2 Terminology Turetsky and Dimitrova (2004) describe the structure of a movie screenplay as follows: a screenplay describes a story, characters, action, setting and dialogue of a film. Additionally, they report that the structure of a screenplay follows a (semi) regular format. Figure 1 shows a snippet of a screenplay from the film -The Silence of the Lambs. A scene (tag "S") starts with what is called the slug line (or scene boundary). The slug line indicates whether the scene is to take place inside or outside (INT, EXT), the name of the location ("FBI ACADEMY GROUNDS, QUANTICO, VIRGINIA"), and can potentially specify the time of day (e.g. DAY or NIGHT). Following the scene boundary is a scene description. A scene description is followed by a character name (tag "C"), which is followed by dialogues (tag "D"). Character names are capitalized, with an optional (V.O.) for "Voice Over" or (O.S.) for "Off-screen." Dialogues, like scene descriptions, are not associated with any explicit indicators (such as INT, V.O.), but are indented at a unique level (i.e. nothing else in the screenplay is indented at this level). Screenplays may also have other elements, such as "CUT TO:", which are directions for the camera, and text describing the intended mood of the speaker, which is found within parentheses in the dialogue. For lack of a name for these elements, we call them "Meta-data" (tag "M").
Literature Survey
One of the earliest works motivating the need for screenplay parsing is that of Turetsky and Dimitrova (2004) . Turetsky and Dimitrova (2004) proposed a system to automatically align written screenplays with their videos. One of the crucial steps, they noted, is to parse a screenplay into its different elements: scene boundaries, scene descriptions, character names, and dialogues. They proposed a grammar to parse screenplays and show results for aligning one screenplay with its video. Weng et al. (2009) motivated the need for screenplay parsing from a social network analysis perspective. They proposed a set of operations on social networks extracted from movies and television shows in order to find what they called hidden semantic information. They proposed techniques for identifying lead roles in bilateral movies (movies with two main characters), for performing community analysis, and for automating the task of story segmentation. Gil et al. (2011) extracted character interaction networks from plays and movies. They were interested in automatically classifying plays and movies into different genres by making use of social network analysis metrics. They acknowledged that the scripts found on the internet are not in consistent formats, and proposed a regular expression based system to identify scene boundaries and character names.
While there is motivation in the literature to parse screenplays, none of the aforementioned work addresses the task formally. In this paper, we formalize the task and propose a machine learning based approach that is significantly more effective and tolerant of anomalous structure than the baseline. We evaluate our models on their ability to identify scene boundaries and character names, but also on their ability to identify other important elements of a screenplay, such as scene descriptions and dialogues.
Data
We crawled the Internet Movie Script Database (IMSDB) website 1 to collect movie screenplays. We crawled a total of 674 movies. Movies that are well structured have the property that scene boundaries and scene descriptions, character names, and dialogues are all at different but fixed levels of indentation. 2 For example, in the movie in Figure 1 , all scene boundaries and scene Example screenplay: first column shows the tags we assign to each line in the screenplay. M stands for "Meta-data", S stands for "Scene boundary", N stands for "Scene description", C stands for "Character name", and D stands for "Dialogue." We also show the lines that are at context -2 and +3 for the line "CRAWFORD." descriptions are at the same level of indentation, equal to five spaces. All character names are at a different but fixed level of indentation, equal to 20 spaces. Dialogues are at an indentation level of eight spaces. These indentation levels may vary from one screenplay to the other, but are consistent within a well formatted screenplay. Moreover, the indentation level of character names is strictly greater than the indentation level of dialogues, which is strictly greater than the indentation level of scene boundaries and scene descriptions. For each crawled screenplay, we found the frequency of unique indentation levels in that screenplay. If the top three unique frequencies constituted 90% of the total lines of a screenplay, we flagged that the movie was well-structured, and assigned tags based on indentation levels. Since scene boundaries and scene descriptions are at the same level of indentation, we disambiguate between them by utilizing the fact that scene boundaries in wellformatted screenplays start with tags such as INT. and EXT. We programmatically checked the sanity of these automatically tagged screenplays by using the following procedure: 1) check if scene descriptions are between scene boundaries and character names, 2) check if dialogues are between character names, and 3) check if all character names are within two scene boundaries. Using this methodology, we were able to tag 222 movies that pass the sanity check. Table 1 gives the distribution of our training, development and test sets. We use a random subset of the aforementioned set of 222 movies for training purposes, and another random subset for development. We chose 14 movies for the training set and 9 for the development set. Since human annotation for the task is expensive, instead of getting all 23 movies checked for correctness, we asked an annotator to only look at the development set (9 movies). The annotator reported that one out of 9 movies was not correctly tagged. We removed this movie from the development set. From the remaining 8 movies, we chose 5 as the first development set and the remaining 3 as the second development set. For the test set, we asked our annotator to annotate a randomly chosen screenplay (Silver Linings Playbook) from scratch. We chose this screenplay from the set of movies that we were unable to tag automatically, i.e. not from the set of 222 movies. Gil et al. (2011) mention the use of regular expressions for tagging screenplays. However, they do not specify the regular expressions or their exact methodology. We use common knowledge about the structure of the screenplay (underlined text in section 2) to build a baseline system, that uses regular expressions and takes into account the grammar of screenplays.
Baseline System
Since scene descriptions, characters and dialogues are relative to the scene boundary, we do a first pass on the screenplay to tag scene boundaries. We created a dictionary of words that are expected to indicate scene boundaries. We use this dictionary for tagging lines in the screenplay with the tag "S". We tag all the lines that contain tags indicating a character (V.O., O.S.) with "C". We built a dictionary of meta-data tags that contains patterns such as "CUT TO:, DISSOLVE TO." We tag all the remaining untagged lines containing these patterns with the tag "M." This exhausts the list of regular expression matches that indicate a certain tag.
In the next pass, we incorporate prior knowledge that scene boundaries and character names are capitalized. For this, we tag all the untagged lines that are capitalized, and that have more than three words as scene boundaries (tag "S"). We tag all the untagged lines that are capitalized, and that have less than four words as character (tag "C"). The choice of the number four is not arbitrary; we examined the set of 222 screenplays that was tagged using indentation information and found that less than two percent of the character names were of length greater than three.
Finally, we incorporate prior knowledge about relative positions of dialogues and scene descriptions to tag the remaining untagged lines with one of two tags: "D" or "N". We tag all the untagged lines between a scene boundary and the first character occurrence as "N". We tag all the lines between consecutive character occurrences, the last character occurrence and the scene boundary as "D".
We use this baseline system, which incorporates all of the prior knowledge about the structure of screenplays, to tag movies in our first development set DEV1 (section 8). We report a macro-F1 measure for the five tags as 0.96. This confirms that our baseline is well suited to parse screenplays that are well structured.
Machine Learning Approach
Note that our baseline system is not dependent on the level of indentation (it achieves a high macro-F1 measure without using indentation information). Therefore, we have already dealt with one common problem with screenplays found on the web: bad indentation. However, there are other problems, some of which we noticed in the limited data we manually examined, and others that we anticipate: (1) missing scene boundary specific patterns (such as INT./EXT.) from the scene boundary lines, (2) uncapitalized scene boundaries and (3) uncapitalized character names. These are problems that a regular expression based system is not well equipped to deal with. In this section, we discuss a strategy for dealing with screenplays, which might have anomalies in their structure, without requiring additional annotations.
We synthesize training and development data to learn to handle the aforementioned three types of anomalies. We create eight copies of our TRAIN set: one with no anomalies, represented as TRAIN_000, 3 one in which character names are uncapitalized, represented as TRAIN_001, one in which both scene boundaries and character names are uncapitalized, represented as TRAIN_011, and so on. Similarly, we create eight copies of our DEV1 set: {DEV1_000, DEV1_001, ..., DEV1_111}. Now we have eight training and eight development sets. We train eight models, and choose the parameters for each model by tuning on the respective development set. However, at test time, we require one model. Moreover, our model should be able to handle all types of anomalies (all of which could be present in a random order). We experiment with three ensemble learning techniques and choose the one that performs the best on the second development set, DEV2. We add all three types of anomalies, randomly, to our DEV2 set.
For training individual models, we use Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and represent data as feature vectors, discussed in the next section.
Features
We have six sets of features: bag-of-words features (BOW), bag-of-punctuation-marks features (BOP), bag-of-terminology features (BOT), bagof-frames features (BOF), bag-of-parts-of-speech features (POS), and hand-crafted features (HAND).
We convert each line of a screenplay (input example) into a feature vector of length 5,497: 3,946 for BOW, 22 for BOP, 2*58 for BOT, 2*45 for POS, 2*651 for BOF, and 21 for HAND.
BOW, BOP, and BOT are binary features; we record the presence or absence of elements of each bag in the input example. The number of terminology features is multiplied by two because we have one binary vector for "contains term", and another binary vector for "is term." We have two sets of features for POS and BOF. One set is binary and similar to other binary features that record the presence or absence of parts-of-speech and frames in the input example. The other set is numeric. We record the normalized counts of each part-of-speech and frame respectively. The impetus to design this second set of features for parts-of-speech and frames is the following: we expect some classes to have a characteristic distribution of parts-of-speech and frames. For example, scene boundaries contain the location and time of scene. Therefore, we expect them to have a majority of nouns, and frames that are related to location and time. For the scene boundary in Figure 1 (EXT. FBI ACADEMY . .. -DAY), we find the following distribution of parts of speech and frames: 100% nouns, 50% frame LOCALE (with frame evoking element grounds), and 50% frame CALENDRIC_UNIT (with frame evoking element DAY). Similarly, we expect the character names to have 100% nouns, and no frames.
We use Stanford part-of-speech tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) for obtaining the part-of-speech tags and Semafor (Chen et al., 2010) for obtaining the FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) frames present in each line of the screenplay.
We devise 21 hand-crafted features. Sixteen of these features are binary (0/1). We list these features here (the feature names are self-explanatory):
has-non-alphabeticalchars, has-digits-majority, has-alpha-majority, is-quoted, capitalization (has-all-caps, is-allcaps), scene boundary (has-INT, has-EXT), date (has-date, is-date), number (has-number, is-number), and parentheses (is-parenthesized, starts-with-parenthesis, ends-with-parenthesis, contains-parenthesis).
We bin the preceding number of blank lines into four bins: 0 for no preceding blank lines, 1 for one preceding blank line, 2 for two preceding blank lines, and so on. We also bin the percentage of capitalized words into four bins: 0 for the percentage of capitalized words lying between 0-25%, 1 for 25-50%, and so on. We use three numeric features: number of non-space characters (normalized by the maximum number of non-space characters in any line in a screenplay), number of words (normalized by the maximum number of words in any line in a screenplay), and number of characters (normalized by the maximum number of characters in any line in a screenplay).
For each line, say line i , we incorporate context up to x lines. Figure 1 shows the lines at context -2 and +3 for the line containing the text CRAWFORD. To do so, we append the feature vector for line i by the feature vectors of line i−1 , line i−2 , . . . line i−x and line i+1 , line i+2 , . . . line i+x . x is one of the parameters we tune at the time of training. We refer to this parameter as CONTEXT.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we present experiments and results for the task of tagging the lines of a screenplay with one of five tags: {S, N, C, D, M}. Table 1 shows the data distribution. For parameter tuning, we use DEV1 (section 8.1). We train separate models on different types of known and anticipated anomalies (as discussed in section 6). In section 8.2, we present strategies for combining these models. We select the right combination of models and features by tuning on DEV2. Finally, we show results on the test set, TEST. For all our experiments, we use the default parameters of SVM as implemented by the SMO algorithm of Weka (Hall et al., 2009 ). We use a linear kernel. 4
Tuning learning parameters
We tune two parameters: the amount of training data and the amount of CONTEXT (section 7) required for learning. We do this for each of the eight models (TRAIN_000/DEV1_000, ..., TRAIN_111/DEV1_111). We merge training data from all 14 movies into one (TRAIN). We then randomize the data and split it into 10 pieces (maintaining the relative proportions of the five classes). We plot a learning curve by adding 10% of training data at each step. Figure 2 shows the learning curve for training a model on TRAIN_000 and testing on DEV1_000. 5 The learning curve shows that the performance of our classifier without any context is significantly worse than the classifiers trained on context. Moreover, the learning saturates early, and stabilizes at about 50% of the training data. From the learning curves, we pick CONTEXT equal to 1, and the amount of training data equal to 50% of the entire training set. Table 2 shows a comparison of our rule based baseline with the models trained using machine learning. For the 000 setting, when there is no anomaly in the screenplay, our rule based baseline performs well, achieving a macro-F1 measure of 0.96. However, our machine learning model outperforms the baseline by a statistically significant margin, achieving a macro-F1 measure of 0.99. We calculate statistical significance using McNemar's significance test, with significance defined as p < 0.05. 6 Results in Table 2 also show that while a deterministic regular-expression based system is not well equipped to handle anomalies, there is enough value in our feature set, that our machine learning based models learn to adapt to any combination of the three types of anomalies, achieving a high F1-measure of 0.98 on average.
Finding the right ensemble and feature selection
We have trained eight separate models, which need to be combined into one model that we will make predictions at the test time. We explore the following ways of combining these models:
1. MAJ: Given a test example, we get a vote from each of our eight models, and take a majority vote. At times of a clash, we pick one randomly.
MAX:
We pick the class predicted by the model that has the highest confidence in its prediction. Since the confidence values are real numbers, we do not see any clashes.
MAJ-MAX:
We use MAJ but at times of a clash, we pick the class predicted by the classifier that has the highest confidence (among the classifiers that clash). Table 3 shows macro-F1 measures for the three movies in our DEV2 set. Note, we added the three types of anomalies (section 6) randomly to the DEV2 set for tuning the type of ensemble. We compare the performance of the three ensemble techniques with the individual classifiers (trained on TRAIN_000, ... TRAIN_111).
The results show that all our ensembles (except MAX for the movie The Last Temptation of Christ) perform better than the individual models. Moreover, the MAJ-MAX ensemble outperforms the other two by a statistically significant margin. We thus choose MAJ-MAX as our final classifier. Table 4 shows results for removing one of all feature sets, one at a time. These results are for our final model, MAJ-MAX. The row "All" shows the results when we use all our features for training. The consecutive rows show the result when we remove the mentioned feature set. For example, the row "-BOW" shows the result for our classifier that was trained without the bag of words feature set. Table 4 shows that the performance drops the most for bag of words (BOW) and for our handcrafted features (HAND). The next highest drop is for the bag of frames feature set (BOF). Error analysis revealed that the major drop in performance because of the removal of the BOF features was not due the drop in the performance of scene boundaries, counter to our initial intuition. The drop was because the recall of dia- Table 2 : Comparison of performance (macro-F1 measure) of our rule based baseline with our machine learning based models on development sets DEV1_000, DEV1_001, ..., DEV1_111. All models are trained on 50% of the training set, with the feature space including CONTEXT equal to 1. ture sets is larger than the others, it is the conjunction of all features that is responsible for a high F1-measure. nificant margin on all five classes (0.96 versus 0.69 macro-F1 measure respectively). Note, as expected, the recall of the baseline is generally high, while the precision is low. Moreover, for this test set, the baseline performs relatively well on tagging character names and dialogues. However, we believe that the performance of the baseline is unpredictable. It may get lucky on screenplays that are well-structured (in one way or the other), but it is hard to comment on the robustness of its performance. On the contrary, our ensemble is robust, hedging its bets on eight models, which are trained to handle different types and combinations of anomalies.
Performance on the test set
In tables 6 and 7, we present an extrinsic evaluation on the test set. We extract a network from our test movie screenplay (Silver Linings Playbook) by using the tags of the screenplay as follows (Weng et al., 2009 ): we connect all characters having a dialogue with each other in a scene with links. Nodes in this network are characters, and links between two characters signal their participation in the same scene. We form three such networks: 1) based on the gold tags (N G ), 2) based on the tags predicted by MAJ-MAX (N MAJ-MAX ), and 3) based on the tags predicted by our baseline (N B ). Table 6 compares the number of nodes, number of links, and graph density of the three networks. It is clear from the table that the network extracted by using the tags predicted by MAJ-MAX is closer to the gold network.
Centrality measures are one of the most fundamental social network analysis metrics used by social scientists (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) . Table 7 presents a comparison of Pearson's correlation coefficient for various centrality measures for {N B , N G }, and {N MAJ-MAX , N G } for the top ten characters in the movie. The table shows that across all these measures, the statistics obtained using the network N MAJ-MAX are significantly more correlated to the gold network (N G ), as compared the the baseline network (N B ).
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a formalization of the task of parsing movie screenplays. We presented an NLP and ML based approach to the task, and showed that this approach outperforms the regular expression based approach by a large and significant margin. One of the main challenges we faced early on was the absence of training and test data. We proposed a methodology for learning to handle anomalies in the structure of screenplays without requiring additional annotations. We believe that the machine learning approach proposed in this paper is general, and may be used for parsing noisy documents outside of the context of movie screenplays.
In the future, we will apply our approach to parse other semi-structured sources of social networks such as television show series and theatrical plays.
